
December 1, 2022 — 1.2246 Service Update
These updates are being added to sandbox alongside the sandbox features and bug fixes from Versions 1.2242 and
1.2244.

Production Sandbox Features

Catalog

Quick Edit Hover Message: When the product table on the Quick Edits page is locked, a hover message is now

displayed to make it clearer that you canʼt interact with it until you click the Edit Selection button.

Subscriptions

Clear Updates Button: When editing a subscriptionʼs next continuity order, you can now click Clear Updates at

the top to remove all of these one-time order changes. This will take you back to the original subscription details

page where you can click Update Next Continuity Order Only again to start a new version.

Reset Order Date Setting: A new Subscription setting, Order Now Resets Next Order Date, allows you to

determine whether or not the subscriptionʼs next order date is recalculated when you click Order Now to

immediately create an order from the subscription. If toggled on, the next order date will be reset based on the

current date and frequency. If not toggled on, the next order date that already exists will remain unchanged.

Sandbox Bug Fixes

The following list summarizes resolved issues for this sandbox release.

Service Resolution

Catalog

Saving a product in Admin would remove multi-value text property values from that product, even

though it could be successfully saved via API. This was due to the interface not supporting multiple

values for a text-box attribute. This has been fixed so that multi-value properties are not wiped by the

Admin when saving a product and the attributes can be used as intended.

Inventory

Shipments could not be placed in Backorder when submitting orders to an inventory tag with zero

inventory available. Instead, the shipment would be placed in Ready and the inventory was

decremented from the tag, causing a negative amount. This has been fixed so that shipments will fall to

Backorder when there isnʼt inventory available for the applicable tag or inventory channel.

Orders

When creating an order from the Admin UI, only the first 25 available locations were displayed in the

fulfillment options. Pagination on this menu has been added so that you can now click to see more

results and select other locations from farther down the list.

http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/quick-edits
http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/update-next-order-only
http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/configure-subscriptions#other-site-settings


Returns

The payment.refunded event was not being triggered after performing a refund from the return page of

the Admin UI. This has been corrected so that the event is sent after either a refund has been issued or

a return initiated.

Site

Builder

A generic error message was experienced when trying to save changes to facets in the Site Builder, even

though the facet would be successfully updated. This was due to a timeout that occurred with a large

number of facets, but did not prevent an individual facet from being updated. Enhancements have now

been made to facet performance so that this error is no longer displayed.
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